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1. Introduction, the Data, and Historical Background1
The main goal of this paper is to present an account of certain forms of cJitieimjoo in
Polish. I will try to show that the fact that certain clitics undergo pbooological processes
typically assumed to be lexical does not exclude the possibility of thCm being geDcrated in
the syntax, hence this paper is also an attempt to provide a frame~k of the interaction
between different modules of grammar. Clitics are a good ~ grouod siDce their
behaviour is distinct in different levels of grammar, especially syntax 8nd phooo)Qgy.
Polish preterite endings and Polish by 'would' can be conSidered di. . from
affixes and independent words either syntactically, or phonologically, and hence should be
considered to be clitics. The examples presented here are considered by the majority of
linguists to be clitics (see Booij & Rubach (1987), Dogil (1984), Aguado & Dogil (1989),
Spencer (1991), Zwicky (1977)). This paper will mainly concentrate on the following
clitics:
(1)
- m: lsg.. preterite ending, eg.. zab+i+l+e+m 'I killed'
- J: 2sg. preterite ending, eg.. zab+i+l+e~ 'you killed'
-Jmy [~mi]: lpl. preterite ending, eg.. zab+i+l+i~my 'we killed'
- kie [!te]: 2pl. preterite ending, eg.. zab+i+l+i~cie 'you killed'
-by [bi]: 'would', eg.. zab+i+l+by 'he would kill'
\.

.

Following Klemensiewicz and Urbaftczyk (1955:37), Booij & Rubach (1987:41) indicate
that the preterite clitics derive historically from the forms of the auxiliary 'to be':
Singular: jdm -> m; jeJ -> J. Plural: jelmy -> Jmy ; jelcie -> Jcie.
For Booij & Rubach, the lexicalisation of the above forms is proof that they are
derived in the lexicon. However, if we assume that they are still generated in the syntax,
and yet have the phonological properties usually assigned to affixes, we are able to indicate
that the historical development of these forms seems to indicate that they are evolving into
affixes.

2. The Distribution of Clitics
The preterite clitics most often attach to verbs, however, they may also attach to other
constituents that precede the verb. Consider the following examples (following Booij &
Rubach (1987: 34), the clitic is in italics, a plus denotes affixation.):
(2)

(a) PRONOUNS:
jato rob+i+l+e+m = ja+m to rob+i+l = ja to+m rob+i+l
'I did this'
(b) INTERROGATIVE PRQNOUNS AND PARTIQ ,ES:
co ja rob+i+l+e+m = co +m ja robil
'what did I do'
czy ja tam by+l+e+m = czy+m ja tam by+l
'was I there'

1
I would like to thank all the anonymous reviewers of my abstract submitted to the 19 Penn Linguistics
Colloquium, as w~ll as to the audience of the Fifth Conference on Generative Grammar in La Coruia.
Special thanks also to Dorota Wojta$ and Krystyna and Wieslaw Szczegielniak. Needless to say all errors
are mine. In the paper herein, I have not taken into account recent work by Borsley and Rivero (1994), as
well as the recent developments in Chomsky's Minimalist Programme.
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(c) CONJUNCTIONS AND CQMPLEMRNTJZRRS:
nie kazali mi ale rob+i+l+e+m
'they didn't tell me but I did (it)'
= nie kazali ale+m rob+i+l
'he thought I was there'
myslal, ze tam by+l+e+m
= myslal, ze+m tam by+l
(d) ADVERBS:
= szybk+o+.t to rob+i+l
'you did it fast'
szybk+o to rob+i+l+e+.t
(e) NOUNS:
dla Stefan+a to rob+i+l+e+.t
'you did (it) for Stefan'
=dla Stefan+a+.t to rob+i+l
The above examples, showing how freely the preterite clitics can attach to different words,
clearly indicate why we cannot consider the preterite clitics to be affixes. The distribution of
Polish by is similar. Consider the distribution of by within a clause (this holds also for the
preterite endings):
On zrob+i+l+by to
'he would have done that'
(3)
(a)
HE DID+CL 1HAT
(b)
On by zrob+i+lto
'he would have done that'
HE CL DID 1HAT
(c)
On to by zrob+i+l
'he would have done that'
HE1HATCLDID
* (d) On zrob+i+l to by
'he would have done that'
HE DID 1HAT CL
(e)
Teraz by on zrob+i+l to
'now he would have done that'
NOWCLHEDID1HAT
(f)
Coby on zrob+i+l
'what he would have done'
WHATCLHEDID
* (g) By on zrob+i+l to
'he would have done that'
CL HE DID 1HAT
Examples (3d, g) clearly show that there are certain specific syntactic positions within the
clause where by cannot move to (sentence initial and right of V).
Szczegielniak (1991) argues against Booij & Rubach's (1987) proposal that clitics
find their phonological hosts in the Lexicon. Following Aguado & Dogil (1989) and
Szczegielniak (1991) 2, I will claim that the preterite endings are generated in the INFLAGR
node, whereas by is either generated in INFL or COMP, depending on the selectional
properties of the main clause verb. Consider the following sentences:
On chcial, by Andrzej to zrobil
'he wanted Andrew to do it'
(4)
(a)
he want+past CL Andrew it do+past
*(b) On chcial, (Ze) Andrzej by to zrobil
he want+past (that) Andrew it do+past
(c)
On wiedzial, ze Andrzej by to zrobil
he know+past that Andrew CL it do+past
'he knew that Andrew would do it'
*(d) On wiedzial, teby Andzrej to zrobil
he know+past that+CL Andrew it do+past
*(e) On wiedzial; ze Andrzej zrobiltoby
he know+past that Andrew do+past it+CL
From (4a-b) we should conclude that by obligatorily must be present in the COMP
position, and, what is more, it cannot move anywhere within the subordinate clause. 3
2

The two major arguments against the generation of the preterite clitics in the lexicon are: 1. Overgeneration in the lexicon, since every word in Polish would have to be listed with the clitic and without it;
2. The need to postulate syntactic filters making use of phonological information in order to exclude
constructions like: *X......Y+CLl.. ....Z+CLl. ...V.
3
I consider teby, aby, by to be phonetic variants of the same unit.
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However, if we take a different main clause verb, examples (4c-d), the picture is exactly
opposite. It has to be concluded that the verb chcie~ 'to want' selects by in COMP. The
verb wiedzie~ 'to know,' on the other hand, selects only the complementizer ze, and by is
generated in INFL. The INFL generated clitic has freedom to move within the subordinate
clause because it is selectionally independent of the main clause verb. Example (4e) shows
that the clitic cannot attach to elements placed after the verb, however, it can attach to the
same elements (object to) if they are moved in front of the verb. Wiedzie~ and Chcie~ form
two categories of verbs in Polish, as far as the selection of a complementizer is concerned.
Interesting is the example of the verb powiedzie~. When it takes by in COMP its meaning is
'to order,' when by is selectionally independent, the meaning of powiedzie~ is 'to speak.'
The behaviour of powiedzie~ indicates that the semantic properties of the main clause verbs
somehow are interrelated with the kind of complementizer it selects.
Polish preterite endings show similar distribution to that of the INFL generated by.
Consider:
(5)
(a)
'he knew that we did it'
On wiedzial, te myimy to zrobili
he know+past that we+CL it do+past
*(b) On wiedzial, te my toimy zrobili
he know+past that we it+CL do+past
(c)
On wiedzial te my to zrobilismy
he know+past that we it do+past+CL
(d)
On wiedzial, teimy my to zrobili
he know+past that+CL we it do+past
(e)
On wiedzial, te my byimy to zrobili
he know+past that we+CL+CL it do+past
*(f) On wiedzial, te my by to zrobiliimy
he know+past that we CL it do+past+CL
* (g) On wiedzial, zebyimy to zrobili
he know+past that+CL+CL we it do+past
*(h) On wiedzial, te my zrobili toimy
he know+past that we do+past+CL
(i)
'he wanted us to do it'
On chcial, (ze) byimy my to zrobili
he want+past (that)+CL+CL we it do+past
* (j) On chcial, (ze) my byimy to zrobili
he want+past (that) we CL+CL it do+past
* (k) On chcial, (te)by myimy to zrobili
he want+past (that) we+CL+CL it do+past
* (1) On chcial, (te)by my toimy zrobili
he want+past (that)+CL we it+CL do+past
* (m) On chcial, (ze)by my to zrobiliimy
he want+past (that)+CL we it do+past+CL
From the above data, it seems that the distribution of imy (and the other preterite endings)
generally does not differ from that of by generated in INFL. Both can only appear to the
left of the subordinate clause verb\ compare (4e) with (Sf). The distribution of these clitics
is similar but not identical. The relevant examples are (4d) and (5d). In the case of (4d) the
clitic by cannot appear in the COMP position; (5d) shows that this is not true of the preterite
clitics. However, I will claim that the reason for such a distribution of by is not syntactic
but pragmatic. Two factors have to be taken into account: (a) in example (4d) by is in the
same position as in (3a), where it is selectionally dependent on the main clause verb. There
is a possibility that this position in (4d) makes the clitic's status ambiguous, (b) clitic
placement to elements other than the verb is motivated pragmatically - emphasis marking. It
"Contrary to Booij & Rubach (1987), I asswne that both preterite endings and by cannot appear sentence
initially. Hence, *By oni poszli do kina 'they would have gone to the cinema', or *4my my poszli do kina
'we went to the cinema', are considered to be ill-formed (J .Rubach, personal communication).
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is possible that by cannot be an emphasis marker in COMP, if not selected by the main
clause verb.
The ungrammaticality of (Sf) and (5k-m) is caused by the fact that the construction
by+preterite clitic is obligatory. It is also interesting to note that in (5i-m) the by+Clitic
construction retains the properties of the by generated in COMP. This proves the
assumption that the features of the left clitic percolate upwards, and that by is the head of
the whole construction.

3.

Possible Hosts for Cliticization

In 5b to 'it' cannot serve as a host for tmy. To is the object of the subordinate clause and is
generated to the right of the verb. Consider:
My zrobilihny to
'We did this'
(6)
[IP ... [V" [N" My] [V' [V zrobil~my][ N" to]]]]
The diagram represents a simplified structure of the clause in 6. 5 In Polish, objects are free
to move within a clause. This does not apply only to complements, but also other elements,
hence Polish is a very free word order language.6 Going back to our example in (5b), we
might argue that the preterite endings either cannot attach to moved material, or that
cliticization precedes object movement. It turns out, however, that both hypotheses are
wrong. Consider the following example:
(7)
(a)
On wiedzial, te my jemu+Jmy kupili ksi¥ktt
he know+past that we him+CL buy+past+gender book
'he knew that we bought him a book'
?(b)
On wiedzial, te my jemu ksi¥ktt+mty kupili
*(c)
On wiedzial, te my kupilijemu+Jmy ksi¥ktt
As we can see from (7a), the clitic can attach to the indirect object It seems also possible
for it to attach to the direct object, although it sounds rather odd (7b). (7c) shows that the
clitic cannot attach to the same object before it has moved in front of the verb. From this we
can assume, that for the preterite endings (this holds for by as well) any material which is
linearly placed after the verb cannot serve as a host for the clitics.
On the whole, both the selectionally independent by and the preterite clitics are free to attach
to anything before the verb (with minor exceptions). However, this restriction applies only
to the linear configuration after movement has taken place. As we have seen, objects
originating within the VP and placed to the right of the head verb can serve as hosts after
they have been fronted.
This requires that Polish lexical rules, such as Lower and Raising (see section
below) be allowed to operate in the postlexical component provided they are restricted in
their operation to the domain of phonological words.

4.

The Phonology of Polish Clitics

The most relevant observation about clitics, which also concerns affixes, is that they tend to
form one phonological unit with an independent form. Such a unit is usually called mot or a
phonological word.'

5
1 omit the AGR nodes, as well as the Tense and Negative Phrases and their specifiers. For cJarity's sake
also, I did not indicate the Det phrases.
6
See Willim 1989.
7
I assume the definition of a phonological word, and a prosodic hierarchy as adopted by Nespor and Vogel
1986.
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A typical characteristic of clitics, differentiating them from separate words, is their
accentual dependency (Zwicky (1985:287)). In Polish the attachment of preterite endings
causes stress shift for the majority of native speakers.8 Consider the following data
concerning Jmy:
(8)
(a) On zalatw+i+lJanka 'he got away with John'
(b) Oni zailtw+i+l+i Janka 'they got away with John'
(c) My zakltw+i+l+i+Jmy Janka 'we got away with John'
In (8a-b) the stress on the verb is on the penultimate syllable, in (8c) the stress may be
shifted one syllable to the right This indicates two things: the preterite endings do not carry
stress of their own and, after their attachment, re syllabification must be allowed to apply.
Let us consider the Polish 1st. person pl. preterite clitic [jmi]. When it is attached to
the verb we obtainposzlihny lpos~mi/ 'we went'. There is a tendency, especially among
younger speakers, to place the stress on the second syllable. However, many speakers
place stress on the first syllable, as in the verb poszli /prisli/ 'they went'. In the latter case,
there is no stress distinction between these two forms. This implies that, although there is a
tendency to shift the stress after the clitic has been attached, it is not a regular
phenomenon.'
The rule which imposes stress must take place in the word domain, because in
phrases like: poszli daleko 'they went far' the stress is on the first syllable of the verb, and
cannot be changed even by innovative speakers. This is because poszli daleko is not a
phonological word, but two independent mots. Consider0 :
(9)
[mot [s pos][s li]] [mot [s dal][s le] [s ko]]
In the case of poszliJcie /pos~C:e/ 'you went' ([jl:e] being the 2nd. person plural preterite
ending), or in poszliJmy /posljjmi/ 'we went' ([jmi] being 2nd. person plural preterite
ending), the construction forms a single phonological word.
(10) (a)
[mot [s pos][s li] [s jmi]]
(b)
[mot [s pos][s li] [s j{:e]]
In both cases (lOa, b) the stress, for many speakers, may be shifted to the second syllable.
Let us presently consider Polish Raising,11 a rule which turns lol into lu/, for
instance in: Bog+a /boga/ 'God' (gen.sg) vs. Bog lbuk/ 'God' (nom. sg.). The context for
raising is a non-syllabic voiced consonant following a vowel. Consider the verb moglem
[[[[mog]w]e]m] lmogwem/ 'I could', and compare it with mogl [[mug]w] lmugwl 'he
could'. If the floating 1st person sg. preterite clitic -m is attached to the verb, then Raising
does not occur. The same situation arises with the 2nd. person sg., 1st. person pl., 2nd.
person pl. preterite clitics: [~]. [~mi], [~C:e]. Consider the following examples:
(11) mogl [[mug]w] /mugwl 'he could' vs. mog/eJ [[[mog]w]d]] lmogwdl 'you
could', mogliJcie
[[[[mog]l]i]~C:e] lmogljjl:e/ 'you could (pl)', moglem
[[[mog]w]em] lmogwem/ 'I could.'
From ( 11) we can see that the preterite clitics create a context for the application of lexical
phonological rule - they block Raising just like affixes, and hence they behave
phonologically no differently than affixes (see Booij & Rubach (1987), Szczegielniak
(1991), and Zwicky (1977) and (1985)).
Rubach (1984:184ff.), proposes that certain e's alternate with 0 and/or with i/i (the
latter spelled y) and some do not. Polish e' s alternating with zero and/or i/i derive from
underlying high lax vowels IIi VI one of which is palatalising and the other not. These
8

Some older speakers do not shift stress after a preterite ending is added.
'Booij & Rubach (1987) claim that stress shift is only obligatory when the 1sg. and 2sg. preterite clitics
are attached.
10
At this stage of the derivation morphological boundaries are erased. However, for the sake of clarity, I will
keep specifying them whenever necessary, either by using square brackets or the plus sign.
11
1 suggest a statement of the rule along the lines proposed by Booij & Rubach (1987:10):
RAIS~G

O~U/_Q, [ -s~l ]

]]

+vo~

The double square brackets indicate the end of a constituent (a phonological or morphological word).
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vowels, called yers, either lower to lei when followed by a yer in the next syllable, or
delete context-free.
The process responsible for the alternations is Lower: is a lexical rule applying
cyclically. It interacts with Yer Deletion which also applies in the lexicon, but it is not
cyclic.'2 The underlying representation of mdgl [[mug]w] //mug*ff/ 'he could', has to be
revived, following Rubach (1984), I assume that the final yer in the Underlying
representation of mdgl is a gender morpheme (see the derivation of sechl below). Hence,
Raising must apply after Yer Deletion otherwise the final yer will block the application of
the rule. Booij & Rubach (1987:11) argue that both Yer Deletion and RaisingLower are
Postcyclic rules, that is rules applying lexically but not cyclically. This means that the
context for Raising is the end of a word and not some other constituent.
I have already shown that preterite clitics can block the application of Raising, let us
now have a look at how they interact with Lower. Booij & Rubach (1987:37) explain the
alternation between szedlem 'I went' and szedl 'he went' by proposing the derivation
below:
(12)
szedlem
szedl
'Sid
'Sid
Cycle 1
si d+l
si d +1
WFR: Preterite
Cycle2
'Sr d +Hi
Sid +Hi
WFR: Gender
Cycle 3
sed+l+i
sed+l+i
Lower
8ed+l+i +mi
--------WFR: Cliticization
Cycle4
Sed-+i+e+mi
--------Lower
Postcyclic:
Sedwem
sedw
·
As we can see in (12), the presence of the preterite clitics triggers of the application of
Lower (the above derivation applies to all the other preterite endings). Note that I assume
that the Underlying Representation of J and of m is respectively /lsi /1, /!mi II (for a detailed
argumentation for adopting such a representation see Booij & Rubach (1987)).
Polish by 'would' does not exhibit the phonological and morphological properties
of the preterite endings. It does not induce stress shift, nor does it trigger the application of
phonological lexical rules, like Raising, or Lower. Consider:
(a) On maglby /mugwbi/ pobiec 'he could have run, if... (3rd. conditional)'.
(b) My mogliJmy /mog~mi/ pobiec 'we could have ran, but we did not'
(c) On szedlby 'he would have went'
Szczegielniak (1991:30) points out that Polish by is somewhat different from the preterite
endings. It exhibits clitic properties in the syntax, but phonologically it behaves like a
separate word, and in that sense it is different Consequently, we must conclude that by
and the preterite clitics constitute two separate sets of clitics.
The preterite endings are special clitics, in the sense that they do not have
corresponding full forms; Zwicky (1977:8) distinguishes special clitics from simple ones.
An example of a simple clitic is the reduced form of the future tense marker 'will'. Simple
clitics, on the other hand, usually occupy the same positions as their full counterparts.13
The problem is that the distinction between simple and special clitics adopted by Zwicky
(1977:8) is not sufficient for Polish. Both the preterite clitics and by are special clitics. In
(13)

12
I will adopt the following statement of Lower and Yer Deletion (Booij & Rubach 1987:9):
Lower {I use the symbol III to denote Ttl):

1:}
1

-+e/_Co

Yer Deletion:
\
Matthews (personal communication) has rightly pointed out to me that the criterion of position does
not mean that a clitic has a full corresponding form. For example, full forms of pronouns do not share the
same distribution with their clitic counterparts. This is true of Polish (see Aguado & Dogil (1989)).
Conversely, Latin 'and/or' do not share the same positions as other co-ordinators, and have no full forms.

13P.H.
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order to distinguish the two types of clitics, I will postulate that by is a word-like clitic,
since it differs from separate words only in its syntactic behaviour. The preterite endings,
on the other hand, are affix-like clitics, since they differ from independent words both
syntactically and phonologically.
Another observation concerning the syntax of clitics, is the fact that they can serve
as hosts to other clitics, just like affixes (see Zwicky and Pullum (1983:504)), see
examples (5f,k-m). In fact, the preterite endings must attach to the by clitic, forming the
following construction:
(14) [CLffiC1 [CLffiC1 by] [CLffiC2 Preterite ending]].
Following Szczegielniak (1991), I will claims that Polish by and Polish preterite
endings are a form of phrasal affixation, and hence, should trigger the application of
Lexical rules just as affixation taking place in the Lexicon does. The question to ask is what
is the status of the relevant processes. If we assume that Polish preterite endings are
generated in the syntax then Lower, Raising, Yer Deletion and Stress Assignment cannot
be restricted in their application to the Lexicon. Let us assume that the above mentioned
processes are restricted in their application in a different manner than that proposed by
Booij & Rubach 1987.
I will adopt a model proposed by K. Rice (1990) where it is proposed that the
domains of rule application in the lexical phonology are also relevant at phrase level
phonology. Phonological rules are available from the beginning of phonology, however,
their application is governed by three interacting principles:
(15) (a) STRONG DOMAIN HYP01HESIS (SOH): The grammar may stipulate merely
where a rule ceases to apply. All rules are potentially applicable at the first level of the
lexicon, and apply provided only that the principles of the grammar permit it; at lower
levels of the lexicon, and in the postlexical phonology, rules may be 'turned off' but no
new ones may be added (Kiparsky 1984).
(b) STRICI' CYCLE CONDffiON (SCC): If W is derived from a lexical entry W', where
W' is non distinct from XPAQY and distinct from XPBQY, then rule A->B/ XP_QY
cannot apply toW until the word level {Kiparsky (1985:89).
(b) STRUCIURE PRESERVATION (SP): Non distinctive features and structures cannot
be introduced in the lexical phonology (following Kiparsky 1985).
Following SOH all rules are available from the beginning of the derivation until
they switch off. In reality not all rules apply at the first available domain. This, argues
Kiparsky, is caused by the interaction of SCC and SP.
Selkirk (1980) and Vogel (1984) propose the existence of a set of rules applying
only in given domains: domain span rules. The set includes sandhi rules that apply
across words, phonological phrases, intonational phrases and utterances. Vogel (1984)
distinguishes domain span rules which are allophonic in nature, for example flapping in
English. Domain span rules applying to smaller domains, on the other hand, are not
allophonic. Vogel (1984) gives examples of Italian S-Voicing and the American English
Rhythm Rule. Hence, domain span rules applying at word and phonological phrase level
have either neutralising or structure building properties of lexical rules.
Apart from domain span rules, Vogel (1984) proposes that there is a set of domain
limit rules that apply at word edges and at pauses. Vogel identifies several word edge
rules: vowel tensing in American English and depalatalization in Sanskrit. These rules are
neutralising. For example, American English vowel tensing tenses word-final vowels at the
edge of words, taking effect when a word is the first member of a compound and when it
stands on its own.
Let us assume that Lower is a domain span rule. It applies in the domain of
phonological word, and is cyclic (constrained by the SCC). There is no contradiction in a
rule being cyclic and domain sensitive. As Goldsmith (1990:25) puts it, "the notion of
cyclic derivations derives from the idea that certain morphological processes may
themselves take as their input certain objects that have already been turned into well formed
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words. Certain generalisations that involve word level units may then bold both of the
larger unit and the smaller unit, but ultimately this should be no more surprising or
controversial than the proposition that main clauses may contain subordinate clauses.
As I have shown on the example of Polish stress, affixation in the lexicon means
that the affix is incorporated into the prosodic structure of the phonological word.
Therefore there is overlap between the statement that Lower applies in every cycle and that
it applies after the mot structure of a given element has altered. It seems that Booij &
Rubacb (1987) assume that only processes in the lexicon can cause a change in the
prosodic structure of a word. However, if we assume that affix-like cliticization can also
change the structure of mot, then Lower should also be allowed to apply. This means that
Lower is 'turned off after the last rule influencing the structure of mot bas applied, this
does not necessarily mean it has to take place in the lexicon. Let's assume, Yer deletion
also has the status of a domain sensitive rule. It differs from Lower in that it is not bound
by the sse, since it is context-free.
Finally let us consider the status of Raising. As Booij & Rubacb (1987) point out,
one of the contexts for Raising is that it must apply at the end of a word. I propose that
Raising is a domain limit rule and that its application is restricted to the edge of mot This is
a stronger prediction than that of Booij & Rubach' s, since they do not specify what exactly
they understand to be a word. In the case of Polish cliticization and its interaction with
phonological rules, the relevant domain is a phonological word. Notice that by can be
incorporated morphologically to the verb, however, it does not trigger any phonological
processes.
At first glance we seem to lose the generalisation concerning the ordering of the
rules above. The fact that Lower precedes Yer deletion and Raising is predictable from the
nature of the rules. Lower, according to Booij and Rubach, is a cyclic lexical rule, Yer
deletion is Postcyclic and lexical, and so is Raising. However, if we assume that the
application of rules is governed by the three principles in (15), we can impose certain
ordering restrictions. Lower is constrained by the sec and is structure preserving. yer
deletion is in fact a reflex of a more general principle Stray Erasure which deletes at the end
of a derivation material which is not prosodically adjoined to mot (see Steriade (1982),
Booij & Rubacb (1990)). Yers which are not vocalised cannot be assigned a syllable
structure, and hence cannot be incorporated to mot. 14 Stray erasure applies at the end of a
given derivation, for example after the application of domain sensitive rules. Raising, being
a domain limit rule, will apply after all the domain sensitive rules have applied. I am not
postulating that domain sensitive rules have to precede domain limit ones, however, a
domain sensitive rule constrained by the sec and structure preserving, has to precede a
neutralising domain limit rule not constrained by the sec.

5. Cliticization and Wh-Movement in Polish
The distribution of by and the preterite endings is more restricted than that of independent
words, but whether clitics undergo movement is another matter. In one of the sections
above I showed that cliticization applies after the object has moved in front of the verb. let
us now consider the interaction of Wb movement with cliticization in Polish. Polish, like
English, has obligatory Wb-movement. Consider the following examples:
(16) (a)
Co on wiedzial
'what did he know'
What he know+past
(b)
On wiedzialcd
(c)
On cd wiedzial
14

Following Kenstowicz & Rubach (1987), I assume that yers are floating matrices, and cannot play any
role in syllable structure
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Cases (16a-c) indicate that Wh phrases in Polish do have to move like in English. (16b) is
identical to the English He knew what with emphasis on the last word. Case (16c) is a
result of the fact that in Polish verb complements can be moved in front of the verb.
However, the Wh word still has to have emphatic stress on it, and hence it is no different in
status from case (16b). Following Chomsky (1991) and Lasnik & Saito (1992), I assume
that Wh-movement also takes place at LF. I will assume, following Lasnik & Saito
(1992:1-17), that Wh movement is constrained the syntax by Subjacency, and that the ECP
constrains Wh movement in the syntax and LP5• Following Lasnik & Saito (1992:56), I
will assume the existence of filters governing Wh-movement in syntax and LF.
(17)
(a) A COMP is [+WH] iff a [+WH] phrase is in its SPEC position.
(b) A head and its SPEC cannot be contraindexed.
This implies that there is no level of grammatical representation where Wh movement is not
constrained, although it has more freedom in LF. 16
Let us look at some examples of Wh movement interactions with cliticization in
Polish.
(18) (a)
Co on wiedzial, ze my zrobiliimy
'what did he know we did'
[so(epCo1[s on wiedzial[ep t' 1 ze [s my zrob~my t 1]]]]]
The trace t1 is necessary, since otherwise Subjacency would be violated (two barriers are
crossed the NP headed by my and CP containing ze). Notice that t1is moved to the SPECCOMP position of the embedded clause, so is the Wh phrase at the beginning of the clause.
It seems that in Polish Wh clauses cannot be Wh moved if they are a clitic host.
Consider:
(19) (a)
On wiedzial, ze coimy' my zrobili 'he knew that we did what'
[s· [ep[s on wiedzial[cp ze [s co~my my zrobili t 1]]]]]
*(b) Coimy on wiedzial, te zrobili
[s· [epCOOmy1fs on wiedzial[Cp t' 1 ze fs my zrobili t 1]]]]]
One might argue that the trace t 1' in (19b) cannot antecedent govern t 1 and thus the
ungrammaticality of (19b) is a result of violating the ECP and has nothing to do with
cliticization. Notice that in (18a), the embedded trace of the Wh clause is also not
antecedent governed by the trace in COMP, and yet the sentence is perfectly grammatical.
In order to resolve what is directly responsible for the ungrammaticality of (19b),
consider the following sentences:
Kto on podejrzewal zabilJanka
'who did he suspect killed John'
(20) (a)
who he suspect+past kill+past john+dat
[s· [CpKto1[s on podejrzewal [ep t' 1[s t 1 zabil Janka]]]]]
(b)
On podejrzewal, ze kto zabilJanka
he suspect+past that who kill+past john(dat)
[s· [ep[s on podejrzewal b ze [s kto zabil Janka]]]]]
*(c) Kto on podejrzewal, te zabilJanka
who he suspect+past that kill +past john+dat
[s· bJ(to1[s on podejrzewal [ep t' 1 ze [s t 1 zabil Janka]]]]]
The above examples indicate that in the case of Wh subject traces, the ECP is violated and
t 1 is left ungoverned. Lasnik & Saito (1992) point out, that, in cases like (20c), the fact that
15

ECP (Empty Category Principle):

1. A nonpronominal category must be properly governed (Chomsky 1981)

2. a properly governs b iff a governs b and
a. a is a lexical category XO (lexical government), or
b. a is coindexed with b (antecedent government)
3. a governs b iff every maximal projection dominating a also dominates b and conversely (Aoun &
Sportiche 1982/83}. Lasnik & Saito (1992) propose a modified account of ECP, however, for present
purposes the above definition will suffice.
As far as Subjacency is concerned, I will adopt a definition proposed by Chomsky (1986).
16
For an account of Wh-movement in Polish within the GB framework see Willim 1989
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ze

the head of COMP is
carrying the feature [-wh] (since it is not a Wh word), t 1'
(occupying the SPEC of COMP) cannot govern the subject trace. This is because the index
of the SPEC is copied onto the head only if the SPEC and the head agree with respect to the
feature [+WH]. In the case of (20a), the trace t1 ' situated in the SPEC of COMP position
can index the head, since there is no [-WH] element occupying that position. Once the head
of COMP is coindexed with t 1' it can antecedent govern t 1• In the case of object traces the
situation is different: the Wh trace is not antecedent governed but is governed by the verb.
Hence, the ECP is not violated and (18a) is grammatical. Returning to our example in
( 19b), I will assume that cliticization is a form of head-head movement and the preterite
endings are moved from AGRS and cliticized to a given host, as in (19a). In general, Wh
movement cannot interact with cliticization in Polish. The above analysis predicts that in
Polish Wh-moved phrases cannot serve as clitic hosts.
Let us, once more, have a look at example (19a), where the clitic is attached to a
Wh word and the sentence is perfectly grammatical. The fact that co did not undergo Whmovement is not enough to explain why it can serve as a clitic host, since it does occupy
the SPEC-AGRO position. One possible answer is that Wh-movement precedes head-head
movement, and hence co in (18a) moves to SPEC-AGRO in order to obtain case, but only
after it finishes moving to the SPEC of the matrix COMP can cliticization take place. Notice
that in cases like (19a) co has only moved17 up to the SPEC-AGRO of the embedded
clause, and is a valid host for the clitic. The general conclusion is that, for Polish,
cliticization of the preterite endings via head-head movement cannot cross to the left of
COMP and to the right of the head of V". This is a reasonable prediction, since the preterite
clitics are agreement markers within the clause, and hence should not be able to undergo
clitic climbing as for instance cliticized pronouns in French do (see Roberts 1993b).
It is essential to note, however, that I am not postulating that movement to SPEC
positions generally precedes head-head movement (regardless whether it is optional or
obligatory). I mainly assume that T obligatorily raises to AGRS in overt syntax, because in
Polish tense and person/number agreement are visible in the same paradigm. Hence, the
verb must be able to check those features 'in one go'.

6.

Cliticization and Infinitival Clauses in Polish

Let us consider the case when TP is [-finite]:
On chciaiJy go zabi¢
'he would like to kill him'
(21) (a)
he1like+past+CL him2 kill
On chcialgo by zabi¢
'he wanted someone to kill him'
(b)
he1 want him2 CL kill
(c)
On chcialby go zabit
'he wanted someone to kill him'
he1 want him2 CL kill
he1 want him1 CL kill
In examples like (21b-c), by cannot be in the COMP position since then it would govern
PRO in the SPEC-AGRS position of the subordinate clause:
(22)
[c· [c [c by][AGRs" PRO [AGRs' [AGRs T{ -fmite}]]]]]
A plausible solution is that verbs like chcie¢, taking infinitival clauses as complements, do
not select by in COMP, and the clitic is generated in the T [-finite] of the subordinate
clause. This is supported by the semantic differences of the sentences in 21. The meaning
of the clause when by is attached to the main verb is different from the interpretation
assigned to a construction when by is generated in the subordinate clause.
The above data indicates that by is independent of the V features in T. We can also
assume that since, the preterite clitics cannot appear when Tis [-finite], there must be some
17

Note that I do not specify whether this is obligatory or optional movement
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limit rules. As we can see, Word-like cliticization is a purely syntactic process, whereas
affix-like cliticization is a syntactic and later phonological process.
Let us consider return to Polish stress assignment. Rubach & Booij claim that the
clitics Jcie and Jmy, for some speakers can still not trigger stress shift. This can be
explained by the model adopted above, since 1 sg. preterite clitic m and 2sg. preterite clitic
s do not have a prosodic structure of their own, since they do not have a syllable nucleus. 70
This means that m and s do not have undergo mot deletion, because there is nothing to
delete, and they have to be incorporated into the prosodic structure of their host
independently of cliticization in order not to be deleted by Stray Erasure. Hence, we can
postulate that stress assignment, for some speakers, takes place before cliticization but after
independently motivated prosodic incorporation. This would explain why the plural
preterite clitics do not cause a stress shift for some speakers. The other possibility is that
stress assignment follows cliticization and, as a result, all the preterite clitics cause stress
shift. To sum it up, both word-like and affix-like clitics are adjoined in the syntax via
movement. Affix-like clitics are then incorporated prosodically into their host, either
because they have no syllable structure of their own, as in the case of the singular preterite
clitics, or through mot deletion and adjunction as in the case of the plural preterite clitics.
The above analysis has certain advantages compared to the assumption that cliticization
takes place in the lexicon, since Booij & Rubach (1987) would have to stipulate that the
plural preterite clitics are some sort of an exception to stress assignment.

8. Interpretation of Cliticization at LF
Let us consider a situation when there is no obligatory movement at allll, only T raises to
AGRS; by and the preterite clitic are situated in AGRSO. In LF where the effects of
optional movement are not visible, the verb is the AGRSO position and both NP's are
located in SPEC of AGRS, and in SPEC of AGRO respectively. 12 The verb is raised to the
clitic complex situated in AGRS. This implies that a situation when both clitics are attached
to the verb is the unmarked case in Polish. This is in line with the data concerning wordlike and affix -like clitics. Cases when either of the clitics is attached to an element different
from the verb are considered to be marked.
Chomsky (1993) assumes that overt syntactic movement is 'more expensive' than
movement in LF. In Polish, the optional overt movement of clitics creates marlced
constructions. The meaning of the clause is identical to the meaning of a clause in which all
the movements are carried out at LF. However, there is a difference in emphasis. The
element to which the clitic attaches (apart from the verb) receives additional emphasis. I
assume that the motivation for the clitics to move overtly is pragmatic - to emphasise certain
elements in the clause.

9.

Conclusions

I have tried in this paper to give a concise account of the cliticization phenomena in Polish.
I claim that cliticization is a form of phrasal affiXation. 23 The discussed clitics are generated
in syntax and their marked distribution (other than adjoined to the verb) is a result of the
20polish does not have syllabic consonants.
Of course, something has to move optionally otherwise the clitic would not have a valid host It is
essential to note that optional movement does not form a chain. See Poole (to appear).
12
1. Bobajlik & D. Jonas (1993) claim that in languages with tense and agreement morphology in the same
inflectional paradigm license two SPEC positions: SPEC AGRS and SPEC T ".However, for the purpose
the analysis herein I think that this does not have any significance.
23
This in line with the claims made in Anderson (1992)
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application of overt syntactic head-head movement In order to describe the facts, I assume
that Polish free word order is a result of the optionality of overt head movement.
In order to account for the fact that Polish lexical rules interact with cliticization, which is a
syntactic process, I put forward a model in which phonological rules in Polish apply in
certain domain defmed environments.
The model presented in this paper does not give a full account of cliticization in
Polish. For one, it only discusses certain clitics. A strong drawback of this analysis is the
fact Polish syntax still has not been described adequately. Therefore, I was forced to
assume certain analysis of Polish syntax which upon further research might prove
inadequate. I have also not discussed in detail the syntactic processes connected with
cliticalization (how the clitics are adjoined, etc.).
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Symbols:
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s
s,z
t
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Underlying representation
Phonological representation
Morphological representation
Clitic
Syllable
Postalveolar fricatives
Prepalatal affricates
Prepalatal fricatives
Non-palatalising high front vowel, IPA symbol IiI
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